We explore the computational power of formal models for computation with pulses. Such models are motivated by realistic models for biological neurons, and by related new types of VLSI (\pulse stream VLSI").
Introduction
Computations in biological neural systems employ pulses in order to transmit information between their computational units (i.e., neurons). For many decades one had thought that information is primarly encoded in the frequency of these pulses (\rate coding"). Under this assumption, computations in biological neural systems can be modeled quite well by common neural network models, that employ threshold gates or sigmoidal gates as computational units. More recent results have shown, however, that many biological neural systems encode information in the timing of individual pulses (see e.g. Abeles 91], Bialek 92], Sejnowski 95], Thorpe 89]). Thus the communication and also the \compu-tation" of biological neurons in these systems is quite di erent from the way in which processors in digital computers and also \neurons" in arti cial neural networks operate.
In order to model such computations one has to resort to a quite di erent mathematical model for the computational activity of a biological neuron: the leaky integrate-and-re neuron. Such neuron adds up incoming pulses in a quantity called membrane potential, which models the membrane potential at the \trigger-zone" (located at the beginning of the axon) of a biological neuron.
Whenever this membrane potential reaches a certain threshold, the neuron \ res" and emits a pulse (called actional potential or spike), which is transmitted through its axon via synapses to other neurons, where it causes another pulse: a \postsynaptic potential". If the ring of the presynaptic neuron causes an increase of the membrane potential in a postsynaptic neuron (and thus increases its chance to re), then this postsynaptic potential is called an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) . If the ring of the presynaptic neuron causes a decrease of the membrane potential, one speaks of an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) . In our mathematical model we will describe EPSP's and IPSP's at the trigger-zone of a neuron by socalled response-functions.
Computational units of this type can easily be built in hardware, and one has started to explore potential uses of this new mode of computation and communication in various VLSI-chips (\pulse stream VLSI") ( Murray 9 4 ], Pratt 89], Horinchi 91], Jahnke 9 5 ], Zaghloul 94] . But the principles and limitations of computations with arti cial spiking neurons are so far only poorly understood.
One important task for the theoretical investigation of computations in formal models for networks of spiking neurons is to nd out which a s p e c t s o f t h e assumed model are accidental for its computational power, and which ones are essential. As part of this program we i n vestigate in this article the computational e ect of the shape of the pulses that reach the trigger-zone of a neuron. More precisely, we analyze the impact of the assumed shape of the response functions (i.e. of the postsynaptic potentials) on the computational power of an SNN (which i s a f o r m a l m o d e l f o r a s piking neuron network).
It has been shown that SNNs with linearly rising or linearly decreasing initial segments in their response functions can perform with a small number of spikes basic operations on analog variables in temporal coding such as addition, subtraction, and multiplication with a constant ( s e e Maass 96a]). Also noisy versions of such n e t works turn out to be quite powerful ( Maass 97a] ).
In this article we focus on SNNs whose response functions are described by piecewise constant functions (i.e. step-functions). This is certainly the simplest type of response functions from a mathematical point o f v i e w . In addition, such functions approximate quite well the shape of pulses that are currently employed in pulse stream VLSI. We show that the computational power of such SNNs is considerable weaker than that of a SNN with pulses that rise or drop linearly. They can no longer carry out the abovementioned operations on analog variables in temporal coding. Consequently there exists already a signi cant di erence in the computational power of spiking neurons with response functions of the types (b) and (c) in Figure 1 .
Besides our investigation of computations with numerical (i.e. analog) inputs, we also consider the case of computations of SNNs on bit strings, and show t h a t their computational power drops from that of an arbitrary Turing machine to that of a deterministic nite automaton if their response functions are required to be piecewise constant instead of piecewise linear. In particular we will show that such SNNs can no longer carry out basic pattern matching operations in polynomial time.
Our negative results regarding the computational power of models with piecewise constant response functions hold even if there is no noise in the system. This should be contrasted with the positive results for models with piecewise linear response functions that hold even in the presence of noise (see e.g.
Maass 97a]).
Another important component of the common model for a biological neuron is its threshold function. Whereas a threshold gate has a static threshold, the ring threshold of a biological neuron varies over time in dependency of its recent ring history (hence we refer to it as a threshold function). In particular, a neuron has a higher threshold right after it has red (\refractory period"). We consider in this article di erent t ypes of threshold functions, and show t h a t their shape has less in uence on the computational power of the network than the shape of the response functions.
We review in section 2 of this article the precise models that are used. In sect i o n 3 w e s h o w that for numerical inputs and outputs the computational power of networks of spiking neurons with piecewise constant response functions can becharacterized completely in terms of a conceptually very simple variation of the familiar random access machine (\N ; -RAM"). We then use this characterization in Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 to derive the main results of this article. In section 4 we analyze the computational power of the here considered SNNs for digital computations, and prove that SNNs with piecewise constant response functions cannot carry out in polynomial time a simple pattern matching task, which can be carried out in linear time by SNNs with piecewise linear response functions.
An extended abstract of this article was presented at the ICANN'95 ( Maass 95d]). We refer to Maass 96b], Maass 97b] for further information and refernces.
Basic De nitions and Assumptions
In Maass 96a] a rather general formal de nition of a spiking neuron network (SNN) has been introduced, which a l l o ws the investigation of the computational power of di erent types of response-and threshold functions. We recall here this de nition:
De nition 2. For the constructions in this article it su ces to make the following rather weak assumptions about the response-and threshold functions in an SNN.
All response functions " u v : R + ! R and threshold functions u : R + ! R + f1g are some arbitrary functions with the following properties: There exist constants min max min max 2 R + with 0 < min < max and 0 < min < max such that the following conditions are ful lled: In biological models one usually assumes in addition that the sign of the derivative of each response function " u v changes only once. It turns out that our negative results (i.e. lower bound results) even hold for the larger class of models where this assumption is not imposed, and hence we do not make t h i s assumption in our formal model. In this article we are interested in relating the computational power of various kinds of SNNs to other computational models. We employ for that purpose the common notion of a real-time simulation from computational complexity theory For biological neural systems the precise timing of computations is essential, and most computations are completed within a xed numberof\clock-cycles".
Hence the notion of a real-time simulation is better suited for their investigation than the more common but too coarse notion of a polynomial simulation.
When we s a y i n the following that a class C of machines can be simulated in real-time by SNNs with response-and threshold functions of a certain type (e.g. piecewise constant), we mean the following: We can construct for any machine M in C an SNN M 0 that simulates M in real-time, where we choose the architecture of M 0 as well as the values of delays u v and weights w u v in M 0 and the \sign" of the response function (i.e. EPSP or IPSP). However we allow that the exact shape of the response-and threshold functions of M 0 is given to us, i.e. they can be arbitrary functions of the speci ed type (e.g. piecewise constant) that satisfy the conditions 1. -4 . speci ed above. Hence a simulation result of this type yields a real-time simulation of M with the simplest examples of such response-and threshold functions (see Figure 1 , c and f), but also with any other response-and threshold functions that happen to satisfy the same conditions (see Figure 1 , d and g). Thus a result of this type automatically implies that the exact shape of the response-and threshold functions of the considered type does not matter for this simulation result.
In the next section we w i l l s h o w that SNNs with piecewise constant response functions are real-time equivalent to a special type of random access machine (RAM), which w e will call N ; -RAM.
De nition 2.2 (N ; -RAM)
An N ; -RAM is a random access machine (RAM) with a constant number of registers that receives as its input, stores in its registers, operates on, and outputs real numbers from some bounded interval ;B B]. HALT: unique instruction that ends the execution of the program.
The input is given as the initial content of certain registers, and the output is given as the di erence b etween the contents of two other distinguished r egisters when the machine halts. The complexity of a computation is evaluated a c cording to the unit-cost criterion, where each execution of an instruction is counted a s one computation step (regardless of the complexity of the operands).
Our output convention for N ; -RAMs is motivated by the goal to prove t h a t N ; -RAMs and SNNs with piecewise constant response functions are real-time equivalent (Theorem 3.3). For SNNs we adopt the natural output convention that analog output values are represented as the di erence between the ring times of two output neurons.
In Maass 97a] the stronger model of an N-RAM had been considered that can in addition execute the instructions ADD, SUBTRACT (on two arbitrary reals from some bounded interval), and MULTIPLY( ). This machine model was shown in Maass 95a] and Maass 97a] to be real-time equivalent to SNNs with piecewise linear activation functions and to recurrent a n a l o g neural nets with piecewise linear activation functions.
We will use the adjectives analog, numerical and real-valued interchangeably throughout this article. Proof We will show that for any given SNN N of the here considered type one can construct an N ; -RAM M that can simulate N in real-time. The basic idea of the proof is that given the ring time t of some neuron in N, t h e simulating N ; -RAM M computes for each neuron v in N the potential ring time t v > t , i.e. the rst time where v would re provided that no other neuron res within the time-interval (t t v ). From De nition 2.1 it follows that the neuron v for which t v is minimal actually res (there might i n f a c t b e s e v eral neurons that re simultaneously at time t v ).
M reserves for each neuron in N a xed number of registers. The ring times of the input neurons of N are assumed to be given to M as input in the form of the initial content of some registers. For each ring time t of an input neuron and for each later ring time t that it has already \constructed", M proceeds as We n o w s h o w h o w P v (t) can be computed by M: Observe t h a t P v (t) can assume only nitely many v alues, since v can receive only a bounded numberof EPSPs respectively IPSPs which are still relevant a t t i m e t from some neuron u with hu vi 2 E. With our assumption on the shape of the response functions it follows that each o f t h e m c a n c o n tribute to P v (t) only one of nitely many values (of the form w u v " u v (t ; t u ), with t u being some ring time of neuron u).
In order to compute P v (t) at some time t, M has by de nition to compute for every neuron u with hu vi 2 E and all ring times t u < t of u, w h i c h c a n be relevant t o P v (t) the contribution w u v " u v (t ; t u ) t o P v (t Obviously it is su cient to search for the potential ring times of v within the time-interval t t + max + max ) since no spike w h i c h occured before t can have a n y in uence on v at times t + max + max . As mentioned above t h e neuron with the smallest potential ring time actually res. M stores this time in a register dedicated to this neuron and then continues its simulation in the same manner (taking this new ring time into account).
The registers containing (potential) ring times of M have t o b e k ept bounded.
Since only a bounded \time-window" of previous rings is relevant for determining future rings, M can subtract from the contents of all registers containing such ring times a suitable constant C and can erase those among these registers whose content i s < C .
Theorem 3.2 Any N ; -RAM can be simulated in real-time by an SNN with piecewise constant response-and threshold functions.
Proof We s h o w that SNNs of the here considered type can store real numbers from some bounded interval with the help of oscillators, and that they can simulate within a bounded number of spikes every possible N ; -RAM instruction. The argument is based on a proof given in Maass 96a] for the real-time simulation of Turing machines by a less restricted class of SNNs.
In our SNN model, oscillators can be realized using two neurons u and v with hu vi 2 E, hv ui 2 E, " u v and " v u being EPSP-response functions. The weights are chosen such t h a t w u v v (0)=" max u v and w v u u (0)=" max v u . Once started, a spike \cycles" periodically through these two neurons. Such an oscillator has two inputs with which the oscillation can be started respectively halted, and one output, through which s p i k es with the oscillation period are sent out. These oscillators can be used in two w ays for storing data: They can be used for storing single bits using their two states oscillating/dormant. Assuming the existence of a designated oscillator, which w e call the pacemaker P M with oscillation period P M , a n y other oscillator O with the same oscillation period can also be used for representing real numbers modulo P M as the phase di erence between O and PM. In order to represent negative numbers we assume that each oscillator representing some real number is associated with a second oscillator O s representing the sign of that number. Numbers greater equal zero are represented by O as described above where O s is dormant, for negative n umbers we assume that O s is oscillating with the same frequency and phase di erence to P M as O. Note that for arbitrary a 2 R + we get (;a P M ;a) m o d P M .
In order to represent for the given constant B o f a g i v en N ; -RAM all possible register contents 2 ;B B], we assume that P M > B . 2 The oscillator corresponding to the accumulator A as described in De nition 2.2 will be denoted with O A .
The program control can be realized in the same way as in Maass 96a], where it has been shown how SNNs can simulate arbitrary threshold circuits with boolean input, and thus simulate the control of some Turing machine in a very e cient w ay. This construction can also be applied for the type of SNNs considered here. A g i v en N ; -RAM-program P can be described by a boolean function if we assume that each N ; -RAM-program statement is associated with a certain unique state. Each state can be described in a binary way using oscillators where a \1" (\0") is represented by an oscillating (dormant) state. We will refer to these oscillators as \state-oscillators". For every N ; -RAMoperation occuring in P we w i l l construct one module which is started by t h e ring of some designated neuron, which acts as input neuron for that module.
Thus there are as many ADD-modules as ADD-statements in P using di erent parameters (the same holds for the other parametrized statements). By using a layer of inter-neurons between the state-oscillators and those modules, it can be easily achieved that a certain state of the state-oscillators activates one unique module, executing the corresponding N ; -RAM-operation.
We n o w s h o w h o w the N ; -RAM-operations can be realized on SNNs of the here considered type. For the COMPARE(R) operation we assume that the contents of R has been copied to some designated register R 0 . We use one neuron u that res i A] < R 0 ] . It receives input only from some interneurons u 1 and u 2 with equal delays, which receive within one period P M of PM at time t 1 and t 2 a s p i k e from the oscillator representing R 0 ] respectively from O A . We assume that the connection from u 1 to u is inhibitory, from u 2 to u excitatory, that u1 v = u2 v and that w u1 u and w u2 u are chosen such that " u1 u (t) w u1 u < ;" max u2 u w u2 u for all t 2 ( u1 u u1 u + u1 u ) and " u2 u (t u2 u 1 ) w u2 u u (0). The ring of u 1 has to contribute to the potential of u at least ;" max u2 u w u2 u during the time-interval (t 1 + u1 u t 1 + u1 u + P M ) (note that jt 1 ; t 2 j < P M ). Therefore it might be necessary to add some It has been shown in Maass 96a] that an SNN that has small linearly increasing and decreasing segments in its response functions can add and subtract arbitrary bounded real numbers and also multiply arbitrary real bounded numbers with a given real constant. However with piecewise constant response functions this is not possible, as the following Theorem shows. Proof Consider a threshold circuit that outputs 1 for inputs x 1 x 2 x 3 2 0 1] if x 1 + x 2 = x 3 , and 0 else. Obviously this can be achieved by a circuit with just 3 threshold gates: the circuit outputs 1 if and only if x 1 + x 2 x 3 AND x 1 + x 2 x 3 .
The negative part of the claim follows from the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Corollary 3.7 No SNN with piecewise constant response functions and piecewise monotone and continuous threshold functions is able to double through computations that involve at most a bounded number of spikes a di erence in ring times between neurons, or a phase-di erence b etween two oscillators (not even for arbitrarily small phase-di erences).
Proof This follows directly from Theorem 3.5 (consider the operation MUL-TIPLY(2)).
Characterization of the Power of Restricted SNNs for Digital Computations
In this section we consider the case where the SNN receives an input w 2 f 0 1g in an online fashion, i.e. bit by bit, where f0 1g is the set of all binary strings of nite length. We a l l o w that the SNN signals through the ring of a designated neuron v prompt that it wants to receive the next input bit. If the next input bit is \1", a designated neuron v in 2 V in will re with a certain given delay 2 Q after the ring of v prompt . If the next input bit is \0", v in will not re before the next ring of v prompt .
The following Theorem provides a stark contrast to the result in Maass 96a], where it was shown that SNNs with piecewise linear response-and threshold functions and rational parameters can simulate arbitrary Turing machines. Proof Assume that some SNN N as in the claim is given. Since N uses only rational parameters, the times t where the potential of some neuron changes or some neuron res can be shown to be a multiple of some constant 2 Q. We will represent the current state of all neurons of N at such t i m e t as some state of the DFA A and compute by a transition-function the next state at time t+ .
The construction of the simulating DFA is carried out as follows: We will de ne a nite set of SNN-states in terms of the states of all neurons of N in such a w ay t h a t e v ery SNN-state has a unique successor-state. For that purpose it su ces if the state of some neuron v at time t contains the following information:
the spiking history of v, given as the time di erence between t and all ring times of v which can be still relevant to other neurons at times t,
i.e. all ring times of v which occured within (t ; max ; max t]. for every neuron u with hu vi 2 E and every ring time t u < t of u given by t;t u with t;t u 2 (0 max + max ), the contribution of this spike t o P v (t), i.e. w u v " u v (t;t u ) and furthermore the time-di erence t 0 ; t between the smallest t 0 > t (if any) and t with " u v (t 0 ; t u ) 6 = " u v (t ; As shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1, P v (t) can assume only nitely many values, which are in this case rational. For each p o s s i b l e v alue P of the potential function of some neuron v it follows that each t for which P = v (t) (if any) such that t is within a non-constant segment o f v is rational, since the threshold functions were assumed to be piecewise linear. We denote all these possible times with v 1 : : : v nv for some suitable constant n v 2 N.
If a neuron v 6 = v in res at time t, then there has to be at least one neuron u, which red at some time t u < t and which caused the \last jump" in the potential function of v before or at t. We can express t in terms of previous ring times: Either t = t u + t u v i for some i (i.e. the threshold was exceeded at a \jump" of the potential function) or t = t v + v j for some j with t v being the last ring time of v (i.e. the threshold was exceeded during a non-constant segment of the potential function). Obviously the latter case cannot occur if v did not re within t ; v end t). Finally we observe that if the input neuron v in res at time t, then t = t 0 + for a ring time t 0 of the neuron v prompt .
By induction it follows that for every neuron v any t i m e t where v res or its potential changes is rational and of the form
with n i ñ j n 2 N, t i of the form tũ ṽ i and j of the form ṽ j withĩ j 2 N andũ ṽ 2 V . The last term of equation 1 takes into account t h e delay of the input neuron v in after the ring of v prompt (as described at the beginning of this section). Now w e can easily choose a constant 2 Q such that for any such t there exists some n 2 N with t = n .
The preceding analysis implies that it is su cient to consider N only at times t = n and that every neuron and thus also N can assume at those times only nitely many states. We model every state s of N as described above b y a state s 0 of the DFA A. Those states of N where v prompt res, will be mimicked by states of the DFA A where it reads its next input bit. A "1"-input causes the DFA to assume a state re ecting an SNN state where v in res at the corresponding time. Since there exists according to the preceding construction for each state of N and each time a unique successor state of N at time t + , we can de ne a corresponding transition function on states of A which allows A to simulate N for arbitrary online boolean input.
On the other hand a DFA can be simulated in real-time by an SNN of the here considered type in the same way as described in the proof of Theorem 3.2, since the simulation of boolean circuits on SNNs described there can be achieved using exclusively rational parameters. The states of the DFA are simulated by an array of oscillators in the SNN with binary states oscillating/dormant. Proof In order to prove this result we h a ve to design a mechanism which allows a xed size SNN to store and manipulate bit sequences of arbitrary length.
It is well known that any Turing machine M can be simulated (however not in real time) by a counter machine M 0 , h a ving no tapes but two c o u n ters (see e.g. Hopcroft 79]). At each step M 0 can either increase or decrease one counter by o n e , o r c heck if one counter is zero. An SNN can realize a counter with an oscillator O using the same idea as described in the proof of Theorem 3.2 by representing the current v alue of a counter as the phase-di erence between O and some pace-maker P M . We c hoose a suitable constant such that k = l P M for any k l2 N implies that k = l = 0. Now the SNN can realize a counter incrementation (respectively decrementation) by using the ADD( ) and SUBTRACT( ) modules, as described in the proof of Theorem 3.2. In order to check if the counter is zero one can use the same idea as for the COMPARE-module.
The preceding result shows that SNNs with piecewise constant responseand threshold functions can simulate arbitrary Turing machines, as it has been shown before for SNNs with response functions that contain linearly increasing and decreasing segments ( Maass 96a]). However our next result exhibits an important di erence between both classes of SNNs with regard to speed of these simulations. Whereas with the latter class of SNNs one can simulate arbitrary Turing machines in real-time (hence in linear time), no polynomial time simulation is possible if the response functions are piecewise constant. Theorem 4.3 Assume that a language L f0 1g is accepted in polynomial time by some online SNN N with arbitrary piecewise constant response functions and arbitrary piecewise monotone and continuous threshold functions, whose de nition may involve arbitrary real-valued parameters. Then for every n 2 N the initial segment L \ f 0 1g n of L can be a c cepted by some DFA with at most polynomially in n many states.
Proof Theorem 3.3 also holds for online SNNs: One simply has to consider online N ; -RAMs, which h a ve in addition to the N ; -RAM introduced in De nition 2.2 a READ-command, causing the next input-bit to be stored into some designated register.
An on-line N ; -RAM M which s i m ulates the given SNN N in real-time accepts L\ f 0 1g n in at most polynomially in n many steps. The program of M is by de nition of nite length and thus uses a nite number of constants. The possibilities of M to change the contents of registers are very limited (it can basically only add or subtract constants). Each of the (say k) registers of M can assume within polynomially in n many steps at most p(n) di erent v alues for some polynomial p, independent from the input. Hence the registers of M can assume at most p(n) k \states" within polynomially in n many s t e p s . Therefore a DFA with polynomially in n many states can simulate M for inputs up to length n, and hence accept L \ f 0 1g n .
Corollary 4.4 No SNN of the type considered in Theorem 4.3 can decide in polynomial time whether w =w for two sequentially presented bit strings w w 2 f0 1g n (i.e. ww, o r w# w with a separation marker #, is given as input in an online fashion).
Proof By Theorem 4.3 it is su cient to consider some DFA which carries out such a decision for a xed n. It can be easily shown that such a D F A h a s to employ at least 2 n states to record the rst half w of the input. 
Conclusion
We h a ve s h o wn that both for numerical and boolean inputs a model for a network of spiking neurons with piecewise constant pulses (i.e. response functions) has much less computational power than a model whose pulses have linearly increasing or decreasing segments. In addition, Theorem 3.3 provides a complete characterization of the computational power of such networks with piecewise constant pulses in terms of a mathematically very perspicuous (and easy to program) computational model: the N ; -RAM.
On the side we have shown that the shape of the threshold functions has much less in uence on the computational power of the network than the shape of the pulses.
